
Video Slot

CAMINO DE CHILI BONUS BUY

It’s time to put your sombrero on - Camino de Chili Bonus Buy is 
calling you to sunny Mexico! Rich culture, ancient ruins, and a 
fantastic cuisine flavoured with exciting wins await you, along 
with the Bonus Buy feature.

Succumb yourself to enticing, foot-tapping music, corn with 
fiery peppers, and delicious Mexican fruit, all of which bless you 
with winning combinations. Magnificent Aztec pyramids serve 
as a Wild symbol and have sacramental power to substitute for 
certain symbols in the winning combos. The sacred Aztec sun 
stones raise Solar Spins, illuminating players with generous cash 
value. With the Bonus Buy feature, players can explore Mexican 
cultural heritage without having to wait long for a lucky strike!

Have an unforgettable and the hottest holiday in the Valley of 
Mexico with Camino de Chili Bonus Buy!



Information

Game Summary

FULL HD (16:9)

LOW MED

VIDEO SLOT

Yes

 

Yes

HTML5

95.98%

Win Amount

Mobile + desktop

Mobile vertical

Reels

Rows

Bet lines

Min bet (EUR)

Max bet (EUR)

Hit Frequency

Bonus Game

Game Resolution

Vertical View

Volatility

Game Type

RTP

Platforms

Mobile

Technology

Yes

Yes

5

8

60

0.1

75

28%

1 in 96

Big Win

Huge Win

Mega Win

Epic Win

1 in  66

1 in 152

1 in 656

1 in 3531

Max payout for times bet 
observed in 500 million spins: 

395

6808

510 600

Main Game

Bonus Game

Max Win in EUR

Game Features

SOLAR SPINS
6 or more Bonus symbols appearing 
anywhere in the main game will 
trigger the bonus game - Solar Spins. 
It starts with 3 spins and resets to 3 
spins each time a new Solar symbol 
appears.

SOLAR SYMBOLS
Bonus symbols that have triggered 
the feature will become Solar 
symbols. Each Solar symbol contains 
a cash value that can be increased up 
to 2900x bet. 

BOOSTERS
Bonus symbols with multipliers of x2 
and x3 can appear during Solar Spins. 
The multiplier will be applied to the 
cash values of any Solar symbols on 
the reels.

SOLAR TRIPLING
Collect 40 Solar symbols to activate 
the Solar Tripling feature, which 
triples the cash value of all Solar 
symbols. This feature has the 
potential to award you a prize worth 
more than 6800x bet!

BONUS BUY
The Bonus Buy feature allows you to 
purchase direct access to the Solar 
Spins feature!


